Unit 7 Spelling Words

Unit 7, Week 1

1. idea
2. lion
3. unusual
4. radio
5. liar
6. poem
7. India
8. piano
9. fuel
10. diary
11. violin
12. period
13. cereal
14. video
15. meteor
16. February
17. explain
18. sandwich
19. they’re
20. right

Unit 7, Week 2

1. towel
2. pedal
3. riddle
4. metal
5. simple
6. ankle
7. eagle
8. special
9. trouble
10. marvel
11. gravel
12. gentle
13. barrel
14. squirrel
15. model
16. tangle
17. violin
18. cereal
19. around
20. having
Unit 7, Week 3

1. example 11. camera
2. deliver 12. library
3. important 13. tomato
4. history 14. memory
5. hospital 15. president
6. several 16. favorite
7. vacation 17. squirrel
8. victory 18. simple
9. imagine 19. probably
10. remember 20. suddenly

Unit 7, Week 4

1. half 11. yolk
2. comb 12. folktale
3. calm 13. climb
4. often 14. honest
5. honor 15. limb
6. listen 16. plumber
7. answer 17. remember
8. handsome 18. hospital
9. knuckle 19. eighth
10. wrinkle 20. know